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It is a dream of every woman on the planet to look beautiful. To fulfill this dream, it is very important
to put on attire that suits the personality, height & color of an individual. To look more beautiful,
womenâ€™s continuously follow the latest fashion trends of the season. Fashion trends are evolving day
by day and every season brings in a new trend that becomes the style statement of that particular
time. But there are some evergreen fashion fads that donâ€™t change & remain hot favorite for years.
Kurtis are among one of them that have carved a niche for themselves in evergreen fashion.

Kurtis, a versatile piece of attire reflects the blend of traditional and modern style. It is one of the
biggest fashionable outfits created by the fashion experts.  They have created so much buzz in the
world of fashion. Kurtis are basically a shirt like garment & a shorter version of kurta. Kurtis are the
female version of traditional kurtas worn by men. They are an ideal option for every woman as it can
be worn with leggings or simply with a pair of casual jeans. These kurtis have gained huge
popularity not only in India but across the globe. The reason that kurtis has managed to win the
hearts of global masses is that it suits women of every age and can be worn in any season. In spite
of being a traditional garment, it is considered as trendy & contemporary and can be worn in
different ways.

Kurtis are made with lighter fabrics like cotton, georgette, tussar blended with different styles of
embroideries, floral prints, works, shades and colors makes them the most favorite garment of
todayâ€™s time. Kurtis of crepe, chiffon and khadi fabrics with embroidery, prints with some light sequin
works also gives a simple yet elegant look. They are so popular that they have found their positions
in every womanâ€™s wardrobe irrespective of age and physique. Its flexibility for all types of occasion
has given it an enduring tag of being one of the most perfect dresses has just what you want.

One more reason why kurtis are so popular right from college going girls to working womanâ€™s, from
trendy movie hall attire to stylish evening parties, is that they are very comfortable in wearing still
giving elegant look. One thing that should always be kept in mind is the right fabric, right color &
right design of the Kurti to go with the particular occasion.  These daysâ€™ local as well as online
shopping stores are flooded with varied varieties of kurtis with different patterns and embroideries.

The length of the kurtis varies between mid-thigh levels and a little above the knee. The style could
be `tight-fit' or `semi-fit'. They are generally available in sizes ranging from small to plus size & can
be customized up to bust size 58". Kurtis can also be further classified as per their sleeve styles like
sleeveless kurtis, short sleeve, half sleeve, three-fourth sleeve and full sleeves. One more styling
feature of kurtis is that they can have wide circumference or can have slits open on both the sides
as per the requirements.

So, if you are planning an attire for your evening office party; donâ€™t think much. Just select the simple
& elegant floral print casual Kurti and team up with a pair of jeans and charming stole & you are all
set to grab the eyeballs with your attire.
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